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The Powell Family has been preparing for a disaster for years. However, timing is everything. When
an EMP nuclear event takes out the grid and brings the nation to a complete stop, Tammy and Ben
may not have been as prepared as they thought. Tammy is a food storage and emergency
preparedness specialist. So she thinks. She and her five daughters will find out how prepared they
are when they're put through the ultimate test when the worst happens. Having everything she
needs won't bring all her family members home or keep the crazies away. What's worse is she has
no way to contact her husband Ben to find out if he survived.Ben is supervising a road-building
project in a remote fishing village in Alaska when the state's defense system takes out what could
have been a nuclear EMP disaster. The lights are still on where he is, but with all flights grounded,
there's no easy way back to Anchorage, much less the lower forty-eight. He might be thousands of
miles away from the disaster but he's determined to return home to his family no matter what it
takes. As North America is in chaos, Tammy and Ben know the hardships that are in store for them
and their family. However, nothing could have prepared them for the real struggles they encounter
as they try to protect and reunite with the ones they love.Book One of the Endure Trilogy
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I thoroughly enjoyed this first book in a series. I felt that overall the characters were beginning to
develop nicely, there were no "super(wo)men," which lent a sense of reality to the story, People had
doubts, made mistakes, and in general behaved in very human ways; allowing the reader to
experience what was happening along with the characters.I did feel that the mother, Tammy, dealt
well with her five daughters but her unwillingness to use a gun to protect her family (and in fact to
take one with her for protection when out on the streets AFTER there has been violence) was not
realistic. There were also what I call "minor" grammar/content errors - missing words, repeated
words, ,etc. If a good editor is not a possibility, at least run it through Grammarly - it will catch many
errors. Or, ask Beta readers to mark those errors - as an English teacher they stick out to me like a
sore thumb, and I often do that to help my favorite authors. They'd probably be glad to help.I think
these issues will clear up in the next book, and I'm looking forward to reading it!

This book pissed me off. So you prep for years and even practice crisis scenarios then completely
fall apart when one happens!? You build a safe room but because your kids are stupid you're not
safe?! You have guns but use a stick as a weapon against intruders?! This woman should have
died - one less stupid person in the world.

Based on previous reviews I thought I'd really like this book; main characters are peppers but not
super peppers with Navy Seal Ninja skill.So, if she has prepped, and even practiced, why is one of
the maintained characters so stupid?Spoiler alert: not once, which would possibly be
understandable, not twice but many times, Tammy refuses to carry her gun, which we know short
has or allow her children to.Stupid.

I enjoyed the premise of the story and actually want to know what becomes of this family, so that
much alone says something positive about the book. However, if this woman continues to place her
children in harm's way with her unwillingness to use a gun and her moral superiority about how she
isn't able to take a life, I think I'm done with caring about her or her family. Sometimes in life, the
stupid are weeded out by their own stupidity.

I just finished reading Enduring the Crisis, by K. D. Kinney and would like to recommend it to all

apocalypse book fans.This book is fast paced and entertaining with the characters slowly evolving
into realistic people. I thought the character of Ben to be better written than Tammy. It was difficult
for me to visualize a mother, such as Tammy, being so naive about the necessity of using the guns
to protect her family. If the apocalypse does come and the world falls apart, trust me, the ability and
inclination to use firearms will be the deciding factor in survival.But the story was good and the pace
was swift. I liked that more and more as the story unfolded.Some (well, quite a few) grammar and
punctuation problems. The book needs an editing or a couple of good Beta Readers.All in all, a
good story and I recommend it to all apocalypse fans.Gaston D Sanders, Author

I don't usually read prepper fiction, this was my first, but it pulled me in and hooked me right away. It
made me nervous too, to think this could actually happen. It felt very realistic. I enjoyed Tammy's
sections the most, with the girls having to defend themselves. I am looking forward to the next
installment to see what happens next. Hoping we won't have to wait too long!

WOW! I really enjoyed this read!!! The Characters are very likeable, the situation they must go
through is plausible in this day & time. A Dad far from home, trying any means of travel, to reach his
wife & 5 daughter in a dangerous time! His buddy Nate has a heart problem, also trying to get
home, together their adventure to reach Homer, Alaska, has been one adventurous venture. Homer
is finally so close to reaching and yet, what lays ahead for these 2 guys.I'm so glad there is a Book
2 coming up, it is a cliff hanger of a read, it will be an Amazing Series!!! Keep on writing K D
Kinney!!!

So far I am enjoying the story very much. Skipped and incorrect words bother me a lot, as do the
occasional completely convoluted and messed up sentences that require a second reading to try to
interpret. One other complaint: I can identify the church that is vaguely referred to and I would
expect Ben to have more backbone, and plain old courage, because of that affiliation and the fact
that he has been a project manager on a difficult construction job. He's coming across like a
wimp!Nevertheless, I eagerly anticipate the rest of the story.
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